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Uranus
Uranus is the seventh planet from the Sun. Its name is a reference to the Greek god of the sky, Uranus, who, according to Greek mythology, was the grandfather of Zeus (Jupiter) and father of Cronus (Saturn). It has the third-largest planetary radius and fourth-largest planetary mass in the Solar System.
Uranus - Wikipedia
Uranus is known as the “sideways planet” because it rotates on its side. Uranus was discovered in 1781 by William Herschel. Uranus was the first planet found using a telescope. Uranus is an Ice Giant planet and nearly four times larger than Earth.
Overview | Uranus – NASA Solar System Exploration
Uranus, seventh planet in distance from the Sun and the least massive of the solar system ’s four giant, or Jovian, planets, which also include Jupiter, Saturn, and Neptune. At its brightest, Uranus is just visible to the unaided eye as a blue-green point of light. It is designated by the symbol ♅.
Uranus | Facts, Moons, & Rings | Britannica
Uranus was the first of three planets in our solar system discovered thanks to the invention of the telescope. In March 1781 British astronomer Sir William Herschel spotted the glinting object in...
Planet Uranus facts and information - Science
Uranus is one of two ice giants in the outer solar system (the other is Neptune). Most (80 percent or more) of the planet's mass is made up of a hot dense fluid of "icy" materials—water, methane and ammonia—above a small rocky core. Near the core, it heats up to 9,000 degrees Fahrenheit (4,982 degrees Celsius).
In Depth | Uranus – NASA Solar System Exploration
Uranus is the only giant planet whose equator is nearly at right angles to its orbit. A collision with an Earth-sized object may explain the unique tilt. Nearly a twin in size to Neptune, Uranus has more methane in its mainly hydrogen and helium atmosphere than Jupiter or Saturn.
Uranus | NASA
Uranus is the seventh planet discovered in the Solar System that also led to the discovery of the last planet, Neptune they are both referred to as ice giants. Officially recognized in 1781 after many observations in the past, it is the third-largest planet of the Solar System.
Uranus Facts | Rotation, Rings, Atmosphere, Size, History ...
Uranus is the seventh planet from the Sun. It’s not visible to the naked eye, and became the first planet discovered with the use of a telescope. Uranus is tipped over on its side with an axial tilt of 98 degrees. It is often described as “rolling around the Sun on its side.”
Uranus Facts - Interesting Facts about Planet Uranus
Uranus is associated with the Roman god Caelus. In Ancient Greek literature, Uranus or Father Sky was the son and husband of Gaia the primordial Mother Earth. According to Hesiod 's Theogony, Uranus was conceived by Gaia alone, but other sources cite Aether as his father.
Uranus (mythology) - Wikipedia
Uranus is the seventh planet from the sun and the first to be discovered by scientists. Although Uranus is visible to the naked eye, it was long mistaken as a star because of the planet's dimness...
Uranus: The Ringed Planet That Sits on its Side | Space
At last count, Uranus has 27 moons, all in orbits lying in the planet's equator in which there is also a complex of nine narrow, nearly opaque rings, which were discovered in 1978. Uranus likely...
How to see Uranus in the night sky (without a telescope ...
Uranus was Father Sky, the Ancient Greek personification of the heavens and, for a while, the ruler of the known universe. Fatherless, he was conceived by Gaea alone, with whom he formed the primordial couple, thus becoming an ancestor of almost all Greek gods.
Uranus - Greek mythology
Uranus is the seventh planet from the Sun in the Solar System. It is a gas giant. It is the third largest planet in the solar system. The planet is made of ice, gases and liquid metal.
Uranus - Simple English Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
Úranus var himnaguð, eða persónugervingur himinsins, í grískum trúarbrögðum. Úranus var fyrsti æðsti guðinn, sonur og maki Gaju, en þau voru foreldrar kýklópanna og títananna. Úranus var faðir Krónosar (Satúrnusar) og afi Seifs (Júpíters). Úranus hefur tvö tákn.
Úranus | Stjörnufræðivefurinn
Uranus brings with it a new way of looking at things, and its approach is best met with an expanded consciousness. Originality, inventions, computers, cutting-edge technologies and future events are all ruled by this planet. Uranus sees no need for the status quo, preferring instead to break with tradition and create
a new mold.
Planets – Uranus | Astrology.com
Uranus comes from Ouranos, the Greek God of the sky. When the Romans adopted Uranus as the God of the sky, his name was Caelus. The spelling of Uranus was changed to reflect Latin spelling conventions, but the first of our Uranus facts is that the name of the planet comes from Greek Mythology.
Uranus Facts - 12 Interesting Facts about UranusUranus ...
Az Uránusz a Naprendszer hetedik bolygója. Óriásbolygó, a harmadik legnagyobb átmérőjű és a negyedik legnagyobb tömegű.. Az Uránusz felfedezését 1781. március 13-ától számítjuk, mert ekkor pillantotta meg először Sir William Herschel.Azóta tudjuk, hogy a bolygót előzőleg 1690 és 1771 között legalább
hússzor regisztrálták, de mindannyiszor csillagnak vélték.
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